
A  quaint B  queasy C  quarrelsome D  overcast

Q1

A  shiny B  murky C  dismal D  miserable

Q2

A  grimy B  polluted C  soiled D  spotless

Q3

A  fresh B  unsightly C  gorgeous D  orderly

Q4

A  akin B  identical C  unusual D  comparable

Q5

A  honor B  remarkable C  outstanding D  average

Q6

A  vivid B  dazzling C  intense D  dim

Q7

A  busy B  idle C  slothful D  lazy

Q8

A  wild B  rash C  hasty D  cautious

Q9

A  inattentive B  obtuse C  clever D  daft

Q10

Using Adjectives (3)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

That cafe is charming and small. It's very ..... and I like it.

That ring is not dull and muted. It's very ......

This room is not dirty at all. It's ......

That port is not nice to look at because it's been abandoned and is very dirty. It's very ......

That dress is unique. It's quite ......

His grades are not good but they aren't that bad either. He's an ..... student.

The lights in this room are not bright at all. The lights are very ..... in here.

I don't have a lot of time to talk to you this week. I'm very ..... with work at the moment.

He is not reckless and careless. He is very ......

He is not stupid. In fact, he is quite bright and ......
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ANSWERS: Using Adjectives (3)

That cafe is charming and small. It's very ..... and I like it.

A  quaint

That ring is not dull and muted. It's very ......

A  shiny

This room is not dirty at all. It's ......

D  spotless

That port is not nice to look at because it's been abandoned and is very dirty. It's very ......

B  unsightly

That dress is unique. It's quite ......

C  unusual

His grades are not good but they aren't that bad either. He's an ..... student.

D  average

The lights in this room are not bright at all. The lights are very ..... in here.

D  dim

I don't have a lot of time to talk to you this week. I'm very ..... with work at the moment.

A  busy

He is not reckless and careless. He is very ......

D  cautious

He is not stupid. In fact, he is quite bright and ......

C  clever
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